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The Secret Admirer
Princess Anna, Queen Elsa, Olaf the snowman, and the stars from
Disney's Frozen are back in an all-new magical chapter book series
that's perfect for girls and boys ages 6 to 10.
Since Grams seems to be having trouble meeting her neighbor Dr.
Chadwick, her great-granddaughter decides to play matchmaker on
Valentine's Day.
Nine-year-old Cody receives a valentine from a secret admirer and
tries to find out the person's identity.
This office affair was not something she was expecting, but she found
it extremely difficult to resist. Melea Martin grabs your attention
from the first line to the very end of this amazing book!
An Absolutely Gripping Crime Thriller
Your Secret Admirer
My Secret Admirer
Bourdieu's Secret Admirer in the Caucasus is a gripping account of
the developmental dynamics involved in the collapse of Soviet
socialism. Fusing a narrative of human agency to his critical
discussion of structural forces, Georgi M. Derluguian reconstructs
from firsthand accounts the life story of Musa Shanib—who from a
small town in the Caucasus grew to be a prominent leader in the
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Chechen revolution. In his examination of Shanib and his keen
interest in the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu, Derluguian discerns how
and why this dissident intellectual became a nationalist warlord.
Exploring globalization, democratization, ethnic identity, and
international terrorism, Derluguian contextualizes Shanib's personal
trajectory from de-Stalinization through the nationalist rebellions
of the 1990s, to the recent rise in Islamic militancy. He masterfully
reveals not only how external economic and political forces affect
the former Soviet republics but how those forces are in turn shaped
by the individuals, institutions, ethnicities, and social networks
that make up those societies. Drawing on the work of Charles Tilly,
Immanuel Wallerstein, and, of course, Bourdieu, Derluguian's
explanation of the recent ethnic wars and terrorist acts in Russia
succeeds in illuminating the role of human agency in shaping history.
You deserve all the kisses you want ...Benji, I want you to know how
amazing you are. You won't believe me, because I'm just your
brother's best friend, but it's true. Each day my feelings for you
grow, confusing but undeniable.With a few anonymous love tokens, I
finally have an outlet for all the things I can't say. And with each
gift and note, you smile. For me. Not your brother's straight friend,
but something new. Something more. Something that will change
everything if we can both find the courage to believe.All I have to
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do is confess who I really am: Your Secret Admirer
Secret Admirer by Susan Napier released on Mar 25, 1993 is available
now for purchase.
'I tried to talk to you today but you snubbed me and walked away. It
wasn't wise to give me the brush-off, Gemma. I can be a truly good
friend but I also make the perfect enemy.' Sasha's eighteen-year-old
daughter Gemma was all she had in the world. Sasha fell pregnant with
Gemma when she was still at school, and the two are as close as
sisters. So when Gemma's burned and broken body is found, Sasha's
world ends. What kind of person would want her beautiful daughter
dead? Leading the case is Detective Natalie Ward, scarred by her own
recent tragedy. When she finds a note in Gemma's diary from 'a secret
admirer', she moves quickly, determined to un-mask them. But
interviews with Gemma's devastated ex-boyfriend, and her charismatic
teacher, who has been seen embracing his student far away from the
classroom, don't give Natalie the answers she'd hoped for... And then
the case takes a devastating, personal twist. CCTV footage reveals
Natalie's estranged husband David followed Gemma home every evening
the week before she died. Natalie is forced to put personal feelings
aside and follow procedure, even though she can't believe David could
be guilty. But when Gemma's housemate is found murdered, Natalie
thinks the killer could still be at large. Is she right to trust her
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instincts about David and can she discover the truth before another
precious life is taken? Grippingly fast and nail-bitingly tense, The
Secret Admirer will have you flying through the pages long into the
night. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott and Karin
Slaughter. Readers are totally gripped by The Secret Admirer 'This is
a true nail biter. Had me constantly reading to find out what was
going to happen. I was hooked from the first page. It only took me a
few hours to finish this. I couldn't put it down.' Goodreads
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This is easily a 5 star read for me and I eagerly
await the 7th in the series. Keep writing Carol. My reading addiction
and love of your books needs constant refuelling!' Goodreads
Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'This was a fabulous, fast paced crime thriller, just
as I would expect from this author. It's captivating and emotional
with plenty of secrets, lies and mistrust mixed with heart-breaking
and tender moments. It will keep your eyes glued to the page for fear
of missing the smallest detail and you will keep turning the pages
until you find out who the killer is!... Fab, fab, fab!!' Stardust
Book Reviews, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 'There are lots of twists and turns and shocks
you don't expect. You are really kept guessing the whole way through
the book...This book left me the same way books 1-4 did, very
satisfied having read an incredible crime novel and being engrossed
with a fantastic detective team.' Pink and Dizzy, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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By Eleanor Robins
(A Sweet, Wholesome Romance Novel)
Nancy Clancy, Secret Admirer
It’s Valentine’s Day in Green Lawn! But Dink, Josh, and Ruth Rose just aren’t feeling the
love this year. Valentine’s Day was so much more fun when they were little. Then they each
start getting messages and clues from a secret admirer! Can the kids figure out who wants
to be their Valentine? The alphabet may be over, but the mysteries continue in this eighth
A to Z Mysteries Super Edition, featuring a 26-letter secret message hidden in the
illustrations.
Maya is learning about Groundhog Day on her family's widescreen television with Brett,
Blake, and Gavin when she receives a mysterious Valentine's Day card. She thinks one of
her friends is playing a joke on her, but each denies having anything to do with it. The plot
thickens when Maya receives a second card the next day at school. Of course, Maya is
curious about who is sending them. Then, on the way home after school, Maya and the boys
meet Coco the dove. They tell Coco about Maya's mysterious cards, and Coco tries to help
Maya figure out the identity of her secret admirer. Even though Maya comes up with a list
of whom she thinks it could be, the group ultimately can't figure it out. Maya finds more
notes over the next several days but still has no idea who is behind them. On Valentine's
Day, however, she stumbles upon a very pleasant surprise and solves the mystery once and
for all.
Includes "Dangerous Lover," in which Emma acts upon her fantasies about a handsome
French neighbor; "Once Upon a Mattress," in which store owner Amanda finds herself
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drawn to a muscular deliveryman; and "Special Deliveries," in which sisters play
matchmaker for their dad. Original.
When Heidi is paired with Stanley, her worst enemy's best friend, for the Brewster Science
Fair and she suddenly starts getting notes from a secret admirer, she tries to use magic to
discover the note-writer's identity.
My Secret Secret Admirer
Notebook
Sindele the Stork has a Secret Admirer

When Nancy Clancy finds out that both her guitar teacher, Andy,
and her favorite babysitter, Annie, have broken up with the
people they were dating, she decides to make them fall in love
on Valentine's Day.
During a scavenger hunt on the cliffs that surround her town,
Jenny hears a scream. The next day, a young girl is in a coma
after mysteriously falling on the rocks. Then, Jenny begins
receiving letters from a secret admirer. But at the same time,
she is being harassed with cruel pranks. Who wants to win
Jenny's heart . . . and who wants to terrorize her?
His mission: Get close to Alice May. Learn her secrets. Expose
her lies. And if she’s guilty…lock her up. Undercover FBI Agent
Zander Todd typically spends his days and his nights tracking
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killers. But, lately, he’s been pretending that he’s a different
man. He’s been working his way into the life of beautiful but
reserved Alice May. He’s supposed to make her trust him
completely. Alice is the key to a serial murder case that the
FBI has been working for years. She’s also the chief suspect.
Alice was engaged to Hugh Collins, the man who turned out to be
the elusive “Secret Admirer” killer. Hugh picked women that he
thought were perfect, he seduced them, and when they failed to
live up to his image of perfection…their Secret Admirer brutally
killed them. The only time that Hugh broke his MO--that was with
Alice. Hugh was on his way to the chapel to marry Alice when the
FBI killed him. The FBI has long suspected that Alice may have
been involved in the killings, but they could never find solid
evidence to tie her to the crimes. Her goal: Bury her past.
Pretend to be someone new. Live a lie. Alice May knows better
than to trust a handsome man with a seductive smile. The last
time she fell for a charmer, she learned her lover was a serial
killer. Not the news a woman expects to learn on her wedding
day. Since that brutal revelation, she’s sworn off men, she’s
gone into hiding to get away from voracious reporters, and she
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hasn’t let herself get close to anyone. But…a year has passed
since her life fell apart. And it’s hard to be alone all the
time. She thinks that one night, one date with Zander might
remind her of what it’s like to be alive. To feel normal. The
passion that burns between them is white-hot and electrifying.
It’s so intense that it scares Alice. She never expected to ever
want anyone that much. He will punish her. Their passion ignites
the fury of a killer who has been watching her, waiting for her.
A man who has finally decided that Alice isn’t quite so perfect.
And if she’s not perfect, then Alice has to die. When Alice’s
life is threatened, Zander must reveal his true identity. The
new betrayal batters at Alice’s soul, but when Zander takes her
into protective custody, they are forced into close proximity.
With a killer watching her every move, Alice has no choice but
to trust Zander. Because her past isn’t dead, but if Alice isn’t
very, very careful…she will be. Author’s Note: SECRET ADMIRER is
a romantic suspense novella of 40,000 words. It is a complete,
stand-alone story.
A young actress draws a sinister spotlight in this spooky
installment in R.L. Stine’s bestselling Fear Street series—now
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with a fresh new look! Selena has it all. She just scored the
lead in her high school play, and everyone adores her. So when
she starts receiving dead flowers from a secret “admirer” named
The Sun, she just assumes it’s a harmless fan. But Selena soon
realizes that The Sun is serious...dead serious. First, her
understudy is injured in a suspicious accident. Then, a speeding
car almost kills her! Selena doesn’t know what this psycho
wants. All she knows is that her number-one fan has become her
number-one nightmare.
Reggie's Secret Admirer
Muffy's Secret Admirer
Heidi Heckelbeck and the Secret Admirer
Paige doesn't have a date for the school dance. She fears that no one will ask
her. Would Logan or Cullen ask Paige, or would Brett ask her? Then Paige finds a
slip of paper in her science book. It's a note from her secret admirer. Did Logan
write it, or was it someone else?
Get ready for a new brand of justice... Born to a legacy of lawman, three brothers
sworn to serve and protect will safeguard the women they love. GALLAGHER
JUSTICE
Heidi discovers someone has a crush on her. Can she find out who it is using her
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Book of Spells?
Clio Thornton and Miles Loredan are drawn together to pursue a vicious serial
killer stalking the streets of London in Lady Killer, and Investigator Lawrence
Pickering finds himself falling for Tuesday Worthington, the prime suspect in the
murder of her estranged husband, in Secret Admirer, in two novels of romantic
suspense. Original.
Scooby-Doo! and the Secret Admirer
The Secret Admirer
Anna & Elsa #7: The Secret Admirer (Disney Frozen)
Stylish Designer Journal / Notebook. Interior 150 lined pages. Size 6"x 9". Glossy
softcover. Perfect for everyday use. Perfectly spaced between lines to allow plenty of
room to write. Wild Pages Press are publishers of unique journals, school exercise
books, college or university lecture pads, memo books, notebooks, journals and travel
journals that are a little bit quirky and different. Stunning covers, sturdy for everyday
use. Great quality, we offer thousands, upon thousands of different designs to choose
from. Our quality products make amazing gifts perfect for any special occasion or for a
bit of luxury for everyday use. Our products are so versatile, they come in a wide range,
be it the perfect travel companion, or a stylish lecture pad for college or university, cool
composition and school exercise books for school, comprehensive notebook for work,
or as a journal, the perfect family heirloom to be treasured for years to come.
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Competitively priced so they can be enjoyed by everyone.
Seeing her for the first time changed everything. Before her I had no purpose, no
reason to live. Meeting her changed me. Coco Becket was the most beautiful woman I
had ever met, with plump lips, and soft eyes. She beckoned me forward, she called out
to me like a siren. My need for her ran deep, deeper than I expected it too. She was the
good where I was bad. The sun to my dark cloud, the thunder to my thunderstorm.
When a mysterious situation brings us together, I find that I'll go to any length to keep
her safe, going so far as to give up my own life, to save hers. Because before her love
was never a thought¿and now I'll destroy anyone that tries to take her, or that love from
me.
When Reggie is asked to judge a freestyle skiing competition, one of the entrants
seems very interested in her.
While writing love letters for her friend Darcy, Stephanie begins falling forDarcy's guy
herself. How will Stephanie reveal that she's the one writing theletters--without losing
Darcy's friendship?
A to Z Mysteries Super Edition #8: Secret Admirer
Lady Killer/Secret Admirer
A Veld Friends Adventure 3: Sindele the Stork has a Secret Admirer

Laura Reed has success, love, and happiness, until her
husband is murdered, but she eventually rebuilds her life
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and falls in love again--only to be accused of killing her
late husband. From the author of Mother's Day. Tour.
Themes: Hi-Lo, Mysteries, moral lesson, high school life.
Carter High is a typical high school. The students of
Carter attend classes, participate in sports and drama,
cram for exams, and go on field trips. Topics are involving
and pertinent to young adult readers but with a twist of
mystery. In just 48-pages, even your struggling readers can
easily finish these novels! Paige doesn't have a date for
the school dance. She fears that no one will ask her. Would
Logan or Cullen ask Paige, or would Brett ask her? Then
Paige finds a slip of paper in her science book. It's a
note from her secret admirer. Did Logan write it, or was it
someone else?
Carter High is a typical high school. The students of
Carter attend classes, participate in sports and drama,
cram for exams, and go on field trips. Topics are involving
and pertinent to young adult readers but with a twist of
mystery. In just 48-pages, even your struggling readers can
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easily finish these eBooks! Paige doesn't have a date for
the school dance. She fears that no one will ask her. Would
Logan or Cullen ask Paige, or would Brett ask her? Then
Paige finds a slip of paper in her science book. It's a
note from her secret admirer. Did Logan write it, or was it
someone else?
It's Valentine's Day in Green Lawn! But Dink, Josh, and
Ruth Rose just aren't feeling the love this year.
Valentine's Day was so much more fun when they were little.
Then they each start getting messages and clues from a
secret admirer! Can the kids figure out who wants to be
their Valentine? The alphabet may be over, but the
mysteries continue in this eighth A to Z Mysteries Super
Edition, featuring a 26-letter secret message hidden in the
illustrations.
Bubbles and the Secret Admirer
Secret Admirer (Mills & Boon Intrigue)
Cody's Secret Admirer
Rebecca James is done dating jerks. When she meets billionaire Bart Morgan
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during a chance encounter, she mistakingly believes it’s a sign her life is about to
turn around. All she has to do is find him again and do whatever it takes to make
him hers. Bart doesn’t mind another woman lining up for a chance in his bed,
though he’s certainly not looking for a relationship. But there’s something
different about the unusually sweet Rebecca and her faith in happily ever afters
that has Bart second-guessing his “no relationships” rule. Will Rebecca James
show him what happiness is all about, or will risking his casual encounters for a
serious relationship prove disastrous for them both? Fans of Nora Roberts and
Bella Andre are addicted to this sweet contemporary romance series by USA
Today bestselling author Victoria Pinder! Fall in love with this blue collar woman
with no connections meets Family Drama when you Scroll Up and One Click the
latest installment of the House of Morgan today! Topics: billionaire romance
books, billionaire seeks, Billionaire Boss, Billionaire Beau, Billionaire Ransom,
royal romance books, prince romance, contemporary romance, new adult
romance, romance books free, romance, romance, romance books, romantic
books, Secret Baby, Secret Baby, Convenient Wife, friends to lovers, Friends
Forever, friends with benefits, Opposites Attract, Victoria’s secret, best friends,
best friends forever, royal tea, prince romance, king romance, princess, princess
ever after, princess diaries, tempted, tempted by the rogue prince, tempted by
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fire, secrets, crushing, crush, bet, bet me, wish, wishes, baby yours, baby daddy,
heir, date, date night, romeo, match, admirer, bridesmaid, rock star, movie star,
forbidden, royally, royally screwed, secret, tempting, irresistibly, irresistible,
happily ever after, enemies to lovers, billionaire ever after, prince ever after,
cinderella, hidden, office, beach, billionaire, baby, daddy, best man romance,
soap opera, romantic comedy, opposites attract, rags to riches, billionaire
romance, new adult romance, vacation romance, dramatic romance, romance
drama, FAMILY DRAMA, secret baby romance, evil father romance
When Tiny, the smallest Amoeba, falls in love with Bubbles and starts to follow
her around and becomes a nuisance, the Powerpuff Girl tries to let him know that
she does not feel the same way toward him without being mean.
Arthur is in top form as he tries to figure out who Muffy's secret admirer is, enters
a poetry contest with all his friends, and attempts to rein in Buster's ego when he
becomes a local hero.
Friendship is everything, even if you’re a bit of a wild one like Walter the
Warthog. Join him as he meets new buddies, overcomes challenges, surfs his
heart out and has a lekker braai or two. Veld Friends is a series for kids of all
ages set around the Waterhole and starring a loveable cast of uniquely South
African animals, including Sindele the Stork, Mandla the Hippo and Beukus the
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Baboon. You’ll laugh. You’ll cry. You’ll want to hold your nose for a while when
Walter farts. Is there anything more fun than reading a Veld Friends story with a
kid? Probably not.
The Case of the Secret Admirer
The Secret Admirer Mystery
Bourdieu's Secret Admirer in the Caucasus
On Valentine's Day, every member of the gang from Mystery, Inc. is
determined to discover the identities of their secret admirers and it is
up to the reader to help them solve the mystery, in a holiday tale that
includes over fifteen punch-out valentines. Original.
With so many depending on her, she has no time for a personal life...
When her husband left her pregnant, with a four-year-old child and a
restaurant on the verge of bankruptcy, the only things Holly McGinty
had time for were her kids - and working hard to stay out of the poor
house. Five years later, business is booming and her boys are happy,
but she's still putting her own needs at the bottom of her priority list.
That doesn't stop her from daydreaming about her oldest son's sexy
scout leader though. He never believed in love at first sight - until he
met her... Sam Jensen gets along great with kids, is a successful
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architect, and has the best friends a guy could ask for. But figuring out
relationships with women has never come easy to him. He feels like a
tongue-tied teenager around most of them. Except for Holly, and it's
looking like things might work out with her. As long as one tiny little
secret remains a secret. If you like clean and wholesome romance, you
might just love the Coach's Boys Series! With the exception of Darby's
Dilemma (a special edition short story) – each book focuses on one
couple and is complete from start to finish. 256 pages, 62,453 words
Kristy K. James, the Coach's Boys Series, sweet romance, clean and
wholesome romance, sweet romance series, clean and wholesome
romance series, Michigan romance, family series romance, love and
relationships, Debbie Macomber, Melissa Storm, Pamela M. Kelley, Lucy
Kevin, mystery, danger, tragedy, friends, single mom, Wealthy hero,
mystery, second chance romance, clean and wholesome, sweet, single
mom, secrets, hometown romance, small town romance, friends,
stalker
Sejak masih duduk di bangku SMP, Rachel sudah menyukai Rezky yang
merupakan kakak kelasnya. Bahkan, rasa suka itu menuntun Rachel
mati-matian berjuang masuk SMA 3 di mana Rezky melanjutkan
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jenjang SMA-nya. Namun, kedatangan murid baru bernama Edward
merubah kehidupan Rachel. Selain dibuat frustasi dengan kelakuan
Edward, Rachel juga harus menjalani perjanjian untuk menjadi pacar
pura-pura Edward. Lalu, bagaimanakah cerita cinta Rachel terhadap
Rezky yang sudah tumbuh sejak 5 tahun lalu? Bagaimanakah kisah
cinta Rachel akan berujung? Akankah rasa suka Rachel sejak 5 tahun
terhadap Rezky tersampaikan?
Jenny is new in town ... but she already has a secret admirer ... Jenny
also has an enemy ... Does Jenny know too much about the mysterious
'accident' on the cliffs?
A World-System Biography
Secret Admirer
A Hero for Holly
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